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RÉSIDENCE SUPÉRIEUR
Résidence Supérieur is designed by lifestyle designer Richard
Nilsson for men and women seeking informal, sophisticated travel
and accommodation solutions. Our range of individually designed
Supérieur Mansions, and gastronomic experiences has been
carefully selected to delight all your senses. The concept of
Résidence Supériuer reflects this approach, combining modern
elements with classic style. Résidence Supérieur is more than a way
of life - it tells something about your personality.

VILLA OXYGENE
Architect-Designed Villa
This villa, designed by one of France most renowned architects, is
located in beautiful, spacious enclosed grounds (3,900 m 2). The villa
has 450 m2 of floor space and has 4 luxury bedrooms and a garden
house. Each bedroom has a sea view and a private bathroom with a
jaccuzzi.
Everything You Could Wish For
The villa is elegant and designed to the last detail, with high standard.
It has an expansive terrace for comfortable outdoor living and a large,
refreshing pool with a pool house. The villa has a BBQ and a bar. If
You would like to hire a chef for the evening, we will arrange for this.
The villa has wireless internet access, cable TV, gym and a outdoor
barbeque.

MY CONCEPT
Résidence Supérieur is driven by passion to offer the best designed
properties, in top locations, with the best services that can be
arranged. Our properties are all owned or interior designed by the
Résidence Supérieur in order to secure the architecture, design and
quality. Your Supérieur holiday can be supplied with butlers, exclusive
car fleets, Michelin class chefs, private jets, body guards and any
other service you may wish for. We tailor your holiday to your
individual needs and lifestyle.
Besides the services you have specially requested, we offer many
ready-made activities at your resort. These include:
Golf
Skiing
Formula 1 Wekeend
Heligorumet
Fine Dining
Shopping
Yachting
Spa & Relaxation

CAR COLLECTION
When you rent a house from Residence Supérieur, You can get
access to an impressive collection of sports cars during your holiday.
We guarantee "high-speed" cars that are an enjoyment to drive.
These will take you quick and easy to interesting sights and locations
along the Riviera. The collection includes for example:
Lamborghini Gallardo, Wiesmann Roadster and Mercedes S-Klasse.
The collection is updated on a regular basis.

SUPÉRIEUR LEVELS
When you rent a Résidence Supérieur property you will always get an
exclusive mansion with TV/DVD, wireless high-speed Internet
connection, full equipped kitchen, air conditioning and heating. Each
property offers a freshwater swimming pool and jacuzzi or steaming
hot tub.
You can choose between different levels of service; Blue, Silver,
Supérieur and Black Line. You are welcome to contact us in order to
tailor your dream holiday.

EVENTS/CONFERENCES
Let Résidence Supérieur organize and brand your next event or
conference, whether it's a sales conference, a business meeting or a
VIP hosting. We are a well established and respected company in the
conference and event market. Résidence Supérieur makes the
difference to an event and enables your planning and implementation
to run smoothly. We create the best surroundings and facilities to
ensure that your conference or function creates the right impact.
Villa Oxygene offers comfortable seating for as many as 100 people,
and up to 200 guests for cocktail. The excellent lighting and sound
system is suitable for an exclusive lounge atmosphere, or if you prefer
we are turning the cosy ambiance to the hottest nightclub in Cannes.
The environment can be totally tailored after your specific needs, from
your choice of dining, lightning, music to your favourite musicians.

ENTERTAINMENT
Résidence Supérieur offers the best when it comes to entertainment.
We have been the host and producer of some of the most breath
taking and spectacular events in the past years. This includes events
such as Fashion Shows and Magic Nights (illusions and magic).
We arrange the best settings for the ultimate entertainment
experiences. With superior sound, superior lighting and superior
environments we are top of the line in the entertainment industry.

CONTACT
It is our honor and pleasure to welcome you to Résidence Supérieurs
Booking Service. Please feel free to make a request either by using
the contact form on our web site or by calling +377 680 861095.

YOU DESERVE IT

www.richard-nilsson.com

